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As you may know, Relationships Education becomes statutory from September
2020. The Big Think is a new Relationships PSHE programme for Primary schools
that works with the whole child and the whole school.

Through a weekly assembly and follow-up lesson, children explore 5 core values
and 44 linking values. This deepens their experience of the school's values, helps
them to become aware of their own behaviour in the context of values and choices
and develops a greater sense of who they are.
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Positive relationships are at the heart of The Big Think. Through daily Silent Sitting
practice, listening to powerful stories, personal journal reflection and living their
Values in Action - children learn to relate more positively to themselves, their peers,
their teachers, their families and the world around them.

www.the-big-think.org
** Early Bird Offer **
Become a member now and get an extra 3 months FREE!
Book a Values Dialogue to get your whole school community working together!
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Engage parents with a
Community Values Dialogue at your school!
To engage all stakeholders in the school community, The Big Think starts with a
Community Values Dialogue that involves parents from the outset - by inviting
25 representative members of your school community (a mix of staff, Governors,
pupils and parents) to explore together the role of values in the school, their homes,
their community and the world.

These participants will soon realise that

values provide common ground, which everyone is able to engage with on a
personal level, and going forward this helps to create new ways of understanding
and working together.
The group talks through and agrees safe boundaries (Values in Action such as: Be
relaxed, Listen to yourself and others, Join in with courage) so that everyone is able
to feel included. We practise learning to listen to each other without judgement and
build up to an open dialogue.

This process allows all stakeholders to find a

shared framework that they return to in all future communications.
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Here is what our most recent participants at Waltham St Lawrence Primary School said:

'Thank you for an interesting and thought-provoking debate. It was great to
experience the same techniques as the children. I am so pleased they are
learning these essential skills for self-reflection.' Parent
'Lovely to be part of the session. Excited about what the children will learn
from this. A very creative and calm way to get your thought process
going.' Teacher
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'A delightful workshop. A good system, underpinned by common sense
values and principles.’ Governor

Is your school struggling to engage parents? We have some availability for holding
Values Dialogues at your school this term. Contact us to discuss.
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Statutory Relationships Education and OFSTED guidance
The Big Think programme helps to improve Social and Emotional Learning
across all primary phases. The process starts in Reception and progresses
through to Year 6, so that children can meet a range of ideas, thoughts and
experiences that match their needs as they grow.
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The Big Think helps children to build thriving relationships for life and will
deliver most* of the statutory Relationships Education requirements.

By

learning to live their Values in Action, pupils will be able to demonstrate on a
daily basis, the Personal Development goals OFSTED will be looking for.

*

Topics that require specific knowledge-based teacher instruction, such as Basic First Aid, Drugs, Alcohol
and Tobacco, Changing Adolescent Body and Physical Health, are generally covered through the school's
Science curriculum.
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Stories On Values – Our Global Competition
The Human Values Foundation is running another exciting values-themed stories
competition for children aged 7 to 11 from anywhere in the world. There is also a
values-themed illustrations category open to children aged 4 to 11.
This competition offers children a unique chance to express themselves thoughtfully
and creatively about the values that are dearest to them.
Many schools and children’s organisations from around the world have already
registered to enter the competition and we are looking forward to another exciting
bumper year. The prizes are book tokens totalling £375 and each of the prizewinners will be given a personal copy of The Big Think Stories book. As in previous
years, the best entries will be published in a free online booklet in the New Year.
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Email entries to yes2values@hvf.org.uk - for competition guidelines go to:
www.humanvaluesfoundation.com/story-competition. The closing date to receive
entries is Thursday 17 October 2019, World Values Day (www.worldvaluesday.com).

You can also purchase our The Big Think Stories for ages 7-11 book for classrooms,
assemblies and families from our online shop at;
www.the-big-think.org/the-big-think-shop.
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